
17 Things They Don't Want You To Know
About Motorcycles

Motorcycles have always been a symbol of freedom and adventure. They offer a
unique experience that cannot be replicated by any other means of
transportation. However, there are some things about motorcycles that the
industry doesn't want you to know. These hidden secrets range from motorcycle
myths to safety precautions you should be aware of. In this article, we will
uncover 17 things that they don't want you to know about motorcycles. Buckle up
and get ready for the ride!
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1. Motorcycles Are Safer Than You Think

Contrary to popular belief, motorcycles are not as dangerous as they are often
portrayed. In fact, according to studies, the majority of motorcycle accidents are
caused by other drivers. By practicing safe riding techniques and wearing proper
protective gear, you can significantly reduce the risk of accidents.
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2. Regular Maintenance is Key

Motorcycles, just like any other vehicle, require regular maintenance to ensure
optimal performance and safety. Ignoring maintenance schedules can lead to
mechanical failures that could put your life at risk.

3. Fuel Efficiency Matters

Many motorcycle enthusiasts know this secret, but the mainstream media often
fails to mention it. Motorcycles are highly fuel-efficient, making them an eco-
friendly transportation choice. Next time you're stuck in traffic, think about the
fuel-saving benefits a motorcycle can offer.
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4. Get Proper Training

Learning to ride a motorcycle is not as simple as hopping on and revving the
engine. Proper training is vital to ensure your safety and the safety of others on
the road.

5. Defensive Driving is a Must

Motorcycles are more vulnerable on the road compared to cars. It's crucial to
adopt a defensive driving mindset and always be aware of your surroundings to
anticipate and avoid potential hazards.

6. The Thrill of Two Wheels

One of the best-kept secrets about motorcycles is the unmatched thrill they
provide. The exhilarating feeling of cruising on two wheels is something that
every motorcycle enthusiast cherishes.

7. You Can Customize Your Ride

Motorcycles offer endless customization options. From aftermarket exhaust
systems to personalized paint jobs, you can create a unique bike that perfectly
reflects your personality.

8. The Motorcycle Community

Owning a motorcycle is not just about the ride. It's about joining a community of
like-minded individuals who share the same passion. The camaraderie among
bikers is truly something special.

9. Different Types of Motorcycles

There's a wide variety of motorcycles available to suit every preference and riding
style. From sport bikes to cruisers, adventure bikes to scooters, there is a perfect



motorcycle out there for everyone.

10. The Zen of Riding

Motorcycles provide a sense of freedom and relaxation that cannot be
experienced in any other activity. Riding a motorcycle can serve as a form of
meditation and therapy, allowing you to escape the stresses of everyday life.

11. Gear Up for Safety

Wearing proper protective gear is essential when riding a motorcycle. Helmets,
gloves, jackets, and boots are designed to minimize the risk of injuries in case of
an accident. Don't compromise your safety for style.

12. Motorcycles Are More Affordable

Motorcycles are generally more affordable than cars. Not only do they come with
a lower purchase price, but they also have lower insurance and maintenance
costs. Embracing the motorcycle lifestyle can save you a significant amount of
money.

13. The Myth of Motorcycles as Death Machines

Contrary to Hollywood movies that often portray motorcycles as death machines,
statistically, motorcycles account for a relatively low percentage of traffic fatalities.
When ridden responsibly and safely, motorcycles can be a perfectly safe mode of
transportation.

14. The Art of Balance

Mastering the art of balance is crucial for motorcycle riders. Maintaining control
and stability at various speeds and maneuvers requires practice and
concentration.



15. Mind Your Blind Spots

Motorcycles can easily get lost in the blind spots of larger vehicles. As a rider, it's
crucial to be aware of these blind spots and avoid lingering in them to minimize
the risk of accidents.

16. Take Advantage of Parking

Motorcycles have one major advantage when it comes to parking - they require
less space! Taking advantage of this perk can save you time and frustration,
especially in crowded urban areas.

17. The Joy of Maintenance

While regular maintenance is necessary, many motorcycle enthusiasts find joy in
working on their bikes. Learning about the mechanics and taking care of your
motorcycle can be a rewarding experience.

Now that you are aware of these 17 hidden secrets about motorcycles, you can
ride with confidence and share your newfound knowledge with others.
Motorcycles offer a unique experience that combines excitement, freedom, and a
sense of community. Remember, staying safe and practicing responsible riding is
the key to enjoying the full potential of motorcycles. So gear up, hit the road, and
embark on your next unforgettable adventure!
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Motorcycles and scooters have been around for a long time. However, is one
right for you? If you believe so, what should you look for? In this ebook you'll find
some very helpful tips on motorcycle helmets, motorcycle safety tips, motorcycle
protective clothing, motorcycle maintenance and more.
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